
In Santiago Tz’utujil, 

(i) arguments merged in 
Spec,XP (unergative) 

obligatorily agree;

(ii) arguments merged in 
Compl-X (unaccusative) 

optionally agree.

Optional agreement is a 
diagnostic for first-Merge of 

an argument 
as Spec or Complement.
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(i) EMPIRICAL OBSERVATION: 3PL agreement in Santiago Tz’utujil (Mayan) is 
optional in certain configurations

a. 3PL agreement is obligatory when the controller is base generated in Spec,XP
(external argument; EA below). 

b. 3PL agreement is optional when the controller is base generated in Compl-X 
(internal argument; IA below).

(ii) CONSEQUENCE: In one place predicates, unergative arguments agree 
obligatorily; unaccusative arguments agree optionally.

(iii) PROPOSAL: The agreement behavior in less well-understood predicates 
diagnoses whether they are unergative or unaccusative. 

(iv) APPLICATION: This diagnostic could be applied to other Mayan languages 
where there are no clear unaccusativity diagnostics (i.e. Kaqchikel; Coon 2016) and 
where optional agreement is reported (Kaqchikel, Henderson 2009; K’ichee’ and 
Mam, England 2011; Q’anjob’al, Mateo Toledo 2008). 

1. Santiago Tz’utujil (ST)

w K’ichean Mayan language spoken in Guatemala in Santiago Atitlán
w No grammar or syntactic descriptions available
w Data here was collected in Guatemala in 2017-2019 with one consultant.  
w Underlyingly VOS, but word order flexible, with frequent SVO
w Ergative–Absolutive alignment, head-marking, prefixal agreement
w Number concord on nominal modifiers, which is orthogonal to agreement

(1) 3PL absolutive agreement in active transitive 
X-e-q-raqpij i-ke’   etzb'al. 
COM-3P.A-1P.E-break PL-two toy 
‘We broke two toys.’ 

(2) 3PL absolutive agreement in intransitive
I-ke’ ru-xaq chia x-i-tzaq=pa. 
PL-two 3S.E-ear tree COM-3P.A-fall=DIR
‘Two leaves fell.’

(3) 3PL ergative agreement in active transitive 
Jal i-ke’ chi’a x-∅-ki-waq’              jun ch'ech’. 
DEM PL–two tree COM-3S.A-3P.E-break one car. 
‘Those two trees smashed a car.’ 

(4) 3PL ergative agreement with a possessor 
Xaq k-tzb'alil j'ewra ch'tal. 
black 3P.E-color DEM.PL table 
‘The color of these tables is black.’ 

2. Optionality of agreement

Canonical EAs agree obligatorily, whether expressed by ERG (EA of transitive 
(5)) or by ABS (EA of antipassive (6)).

(5) Obligatory 3PL ergative agreement in active transitive 
Jal i-ke’ chi’a x-∅-ki-/*ru-/*∅-waq’ jun ch'ech’. 
DEM PL-two tree COM-3S.A-3P.E-/*3S.E-/*∅-break one car. 
‘Those two trees smashed a car.’ 

(6) Obligatory 3PL absolutive agreement in antipassive
K’iy b'inien akox x-i-/*∅-kum-sa-n-a r-xin. 
many poisonous mushroom COM-3P.A-/*∅-die-CAUS-AP-SS 3S.E-RN
‘Many poisonous mushrooms killed (it).’ 

Canonical IAs agree optionally (object of a transitive (7)).

(7) 3PL absolutive agreement in active transitive 
X-e/∅-q-raqpij i-ke’ etzb'al. 
COM-3P.A-/∅-1P.E-break PL-two toy 
‘We broke two toys.’ 

(8) Agreement configuration in an active transitive (see Coon et al. 2014)

Agreement Controller Agreement 
Status

ERG/ABS

transitive subj obligatory 

ERG
possessor obligatory 
subj of aux obligatory 

obj in nominalization optional 
antipassive subj obligatory 

ABS

Agent Focus subj obligatory 
positional subj obligatory 

non-verbal argument obligatory 
transitive obj optional 

intransitive subj optional 
passive subj optional 

Agent Focus obj optional 
existential argument optional 

3. Full pattern

4. Illustrating the diagnostic 

Positionals: Mayan-specific class of one-place predicates that lexicalize physical 
properties and dimensions (England 2004, Henderson 2019). 

w The single argument determines absolutive agreement
w Agreement is obligatory.
w Conclusion: the argument of a positional predicate is an EA.

(8) Obligatory 3PL absolutive agreement in positional predicates
I-k'iy ab'aj e-/*∅-q'eela chwech tz'aq.
PL-many stone 3P.A-/*∅-lean.against PREP.3S.E.RN wall
‘Many stones are against the wall.’

Argument of a nominalization: in progressive constructions, the auxiliary verb 
takes a nominalized verb as a complement.

w Argument within the nominalization determines ergative agreement
w Agreement is optional.
w Conclusion: the argument within the nominalization is an IA.

(9) Optional 3PL ergative agreement on nominalization
Anen n-mjuen k-/r-/*∅-kon-x-ik i-ke’ nu-mees. 
1S 1S.E-AUX 3P.E-/3S.E/*∅-search-PAS-NMZ PL-two 1S.E-table 
‘I’m in search of my two tables.’

Argument of an existential predicate

w Argument determines absolutive agreement
w Agreement is optional.
w Conclusion: the argument of an existential predicate in an IA.

(10) Optional 3PL absolutive agreement in an existential
I-/∅-k'ola ki'e ktz'ej chu jaay.
3P.A-/∅-EXS two flower PREP.3S.E.RN garden
‘There are two flowers in the garden.’

Argument of a non-verbal predicate

w Argument determines absolutive agreement
w Agreement is obligatory
w Conclusion: the argument of a non-verbal predicate is an EA.

(11) Obligatory 3PL absolutive agreement in a non-verbal predicate
Jaw munil i-/*∅- sq’ul.
DEM fruit   3P.A-/*∅-banana
‘These fruits are bananas.’

Glosses: A = absolutive; AP = antipassive; AUX = auxiliary; CAUS = causative; COM = completive; DEM =
demonstrative; DIR = directional; E = ergative; EXS = existential; PAS = passive; P/PL = plural; PREP =
preposition; NMZ = nominalization; RN = relational noun; S = singular; SS = status suffix
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DIAGNOSTIC
(i) If agreement with an argument is 

obligatory, the argument was merged in 
Spec,XP.

(ii) If agreement with an argument is 
optional, the argument was merged in 

Compl-X.
(iii) In one-place predicates, agreement 

indicates whether a construction is 
unergative or unaccusative.


